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I NTRODUCTlON 

· f . · e entity in plants both with 
POLLEN grams and spores ·orm a u~tqu ~ h · _ regard to their strttcture and funct1on. The_ moq~holog1cal. c arac te;istics of po\\en and spores . ar~ contained 1!1 th.e1r p~otective C?at formed of two main layers, the mtm~ a~d the exme.(u:~clu~mg t~e permde occurring in some spores). T~e s1gmfic.a~ce of mtme 11:1 po len an spore morphology is comparatively negl_1g1ble, a~though m. the. pollen of some plants (e.g., Scitamineae), there 1s a con.s1derably thick mter.nal layer (medine ; Saad, 1963), . and thus a vanety of morpholog1cal forms is exhibited by the exme. 

The value of exine morphology in studies relating to the phylooeny and also taxonomy of plants has been understood since the begin~ing of the studies in pollen and spore morphology (cit. Wodehouse, 1935). In such c~nsiderations, the ~erminal aperture among the different morphological characters of exme has been the focus of attention of palynologists. Thus, Wodehouse (1936) indicated the possible lines of pollen evolution in which he envisaged phylogenetic changes in the germinal furrow in relation to its function. Apart from the 1-colpate form, the trichotomocolpate (trilete), and the 3-zonocolpate forms have been taken to be of basic significance in apertural evolution. Further, it has been pointed out that the trichotomous aperture in the pollen of primitive gymnosperms closely resembles that in the ferns, and that the furrow, characteristic of the Bennettitales and Cycadales, has its equivalent in the. prit?,itive angiosperms. lt is also important to note that the prothalhal tissue showed gradual reduction fro1n the ~ycadofilicales to Ben~ettitales,. before it was completely eliminated m the Cycadales. MaJor evolutionary changes in aperture have been assumed to have_started from the 1-furrowed forms of primitive gymnosperms. (Bennettlta~es~ C~cadales), by the processes of "modification, prot~tlon, or ehmmat_1on of the wide open furrow". Similarly, Ku~nanova p9~8) considered the form of apertures alone, for evaluating the s1gmficance of pollen morphology in the evolution of mono. 
• Paper read at th~ Syi:nposium on Palynology held at the National Botani~ Gardens, Lucknow (India), m October, 1964! · · 
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~otyledons .. Rec_ently, Erdtm~tn (1964) has presented a scheme show

mg the possible Imes ?f evolutr?n of the various apertural types in pollen 

and spores. Accordmg to this scheme grain ~orms hav· 1'k 
(·n d fi d) · l . ' mg pore- 1 e 

i_ - e ne prox1ma aperture(s) have given rise to those with zonal 

distal , or global apertures ( c~lpate, c0lporate, po rate, or pororate)~ 

Tn the s~h~~e proposed by Vishnu Mittre (1964), the trilete form is 

1!1ost primitive, and from this have evolved the inaperturate type, 

to~lo~ed by the ape_rturate types. Kuprianova (1964) advanced certain 

prmciples of evolution of morphological characters. 

Although the germinal apertures are of primary importance in 

the_ morphology of pollen and spores, there are also other morpho

logical characters in which evolutionary phenomena are expressed. 

Wodehouse (1935) observed a gradual rednction in the exinous pro

cesses of the pollen grains in plants belonging to the Compositae. In 

the_ evolution of the saccate pollen forms of the Pinnaceae, those with 

a smgle saccus are considered to have given rise to those with two or 

more sacci. Within the family Polygonaceae (Wodehouse, 1931), 

pollen types with a thick and heavily ornamented exine have been taken 

to be primitive to those with a thin and unornamented (smooth) or 

lightly ornamented exine. Among the cultivated varieties of Canna 

(Nair, 1960), a gradual reduction in the processes, followed by a radial 

splitting of exine, producing free columellae, has been found possible. 

Evolutionary trends in pollen morphology have been traced for Linaceae 

(Saad, 1961) and also Convolvulaceae (Nair and Rehman, 1963). 

Thus, the phylogenetic views of pollen and spores have varied with 

individual workers, and also have been limited in scope, being often . 

confined to a single morphological character. 

The present attempt is to lay the principles that might be considered 

to govern the morphological evolution of pollen and spores. 

POLLEN AND SPORE CHARACTERS 

The morphological characters of pollen and spores are those 

relating to the germinal apertures, grain size and shape, exine strata, 

and exine ornamentation. Of thes~ characters, those of apertures 

may be considered as Pr!mary,_ of exme sur~ace patterns as ~econdary 

and others as Tertiary, m their degrees of importance (Nair, 1966). 

A. Aperture 

The various apertura1 forms in pollen and spores are the result 

of differences in the nature (circular, el~ngate, etc.), number (I-many_), 

and distribution (polar, zonal, equatona1, or global) of apertures m 

individual sporomorphs. The various apertural types (see Nair, 1965) 

are as follows: 

(1) Trilete (hypocolpate).-Ap_erture proximal in individual ~rains 

with reference to the tetrad; (tnchotomocolpate; aperture distal); 
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• . • 1 . ( monocol pa le; aperture distal); (2) Mo11ule1<, · ·1pcrtur1: P1 oxim., ' . (pores 2-many) · · ' . 2 . ) . ( 4) Zonoporw e , (3) Z onocofpat e (colpi . -n~u,y ' ) . (
6) Zonoporate (apertures 2-many) ; (5) Zo110-co!porat <! (apertures -m_any_ , 9 Pantocolporate; (10) Panto(7) Pa111ocolpatc>,· (8) Panto po, at<! ' ( ) / . ( 13) Syncolporate · I S . . 7 •1 ,·ate . (12) Syncopate, , 

pororare : (I ) pnape, u ' . , .. d (16) lnaperturate. ( 14) Parasyncolpate; ( 15) Parasyt;colpo, ate' an 
Of subsidiary importance a re the characters relatinfg to tthe shape, . f I r· s types o aper ures. 

size, margin , membrane, etc. , o t 1e va 1ou · 

B. Exine Ornamentation 
The exine surface presents patterns which may broadly be considered as either depressions or processes. The surface patterns are conditioned by the arrangement and d_istribution of !he_ columella that compose the sculptured layer (ectme; Syn. Sex me , Erdtman: 1952) of the exine. The various pattern types are ~s follows• (1) granulose; (2) spinulose; (3) baculate; (4) v~rrucose , (~) gem~ mate; (6) c/avate ; (7) fimbriate; (8) foveolate, (9). scrob~culate, (10) fossulate; (l l) rugulate; (12) areolate ; (13) ret1culate, (14) lophate. 

C. Other Characters 

The tertiary characters include size, shape, and th~ exin~ strata. Considering the entire vascular plants, pollen or spore size vanes from l 0 µ, to 200 µ,, and rarely more or less. Sometimes there is a wide range of pollen size in the individual taxon itself. Pollen and spore shapes (in different views) vary in the various sporomorphs, within the same taxon. The stratification of exine is sometimes very distinctive. They are either thick or thin; the columella composing the ectine are either free or united, either in part or completely, or there occurs a pt.riphera\ layer (perine) as in some ferns. · . 

LINES OF. EVOLUTION 

. ln studies relating to the phy~ogenetic relationships of plants, it 1s the total morph.ology of any particular sporomorph that is important. How~ver, conclusions _on total morphology have to be preceded by a sc~u_tmy of th~ evolutionary tendencies in individual characters, com-pnsmg the pnmary, secondary and te1 tiary groups. · 
. The theory a~d supporting evidences of apertural evolution (TextF1g. l ), as conceived here, are as follows: 

. (l) The .trilete type of aperture is perhaps the basic form from which evolution proceeded along two lines, namely (a) the mo~oletem_onocolpatc pl~xus and (b) the tricolpate plexus. The grain with tnlete aperture ,s tetrahedral and those with monolete are bilateral. 
That the trilete form is basic in apertural evoluti · ·d d · all the major groups of vascular plants. The apertt~r~ ~~ ~~:le~~~~ ( ~~ 
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trichotomous) in the gr~ins of primitive pteridophytes (Rh_yniaceae), 
gymnosperm~ (Cycadofihcales and even in some winged grams occur
ring as fossil s; (~.g., Fulda~sporites* and Parasporites) , and angio
sperms (some species of Sch1sardraceae; Wodehouse; I 935). 

·TEXT-fJG. 1. Chart showing the evolution of apertural types. 

1-36. Types of apertures . I. Trilete (basic form); 2-18. A1011ocolpate plexus. 
2. Trilete (broadening). 3-6. Gradual reduction of one arm of the trilete and the 
change in shape of grain from tetrahedra! to bilateral. 7-11. Widening of trilete 
produces a wide pore which gradually reduces. I 2-16. Asymmetrical widening 
of the colpus and its reduction. 17 .. 2-cc:>lpate condition.. 18. Saccate condition; 
19-37. Tricolpate plexus. 19. W1denmg of the _ tnletous aperture. 20-23. 
Evolution of 3-zonoporate aperture. 24-26. Evolution · of the 3-zonocolpate 
aperture. 27. Para-syncolpate grain. 28. Synocolpate grain. 29. 3-zonocolporate 
grain• 30- 36. Evolution of the pantocolpate (30-33), pantoporate (34), panto
poror~te (35), and spi_raperturatc (36). apertures. A-D. fosition of apertures. 
A. proximal; B. distal~ C. zonal; D. global; E_ 111aperturate. 

* The evidences relating Lo fossil spores have been gathered from the drawings 
provided by Potonic ( 1956 and 1958), unless otherwise mentioned. 
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(2) The monolete (monocolpatc) form might have evolved in lwo 
ways. namely, (a) by th e reducli_on :.111~ J1n ~tl los\ of one_ of the arms of 
the trilele, and (h) by ~1 sy mmctr1nl w1den111g ol the trilctc. Both the 
above condition~ ~,re accomp::111icd by :, change of symmetry from 
tetrahedral to bil ateral. 

Evidences for the gradual reduction of the arms or the trilctc is 
apparent in the abnormal apertural conditions observed in Loxogramma 
(Nayar, 1963). In Pityrogramma /Jybrida var. maxima (Erdtman and 
Praglowski , 1959) the above condition is apparent. Among the angio
sperms there are several species which provide substantial evidences 
to the .possible widening of the trichotomous aperture, to form the 
monocolpate condition. ln Piperaceae (Schizostegia osmundacea; 
Erdtman, 1952; also author's observations), and in several rnonocots 
(e.g., Arenga obtusifolia; personal observations), the trichotomous, 
monocolpate, and intermediate conditions between the above two are 
clearly evidenced, within the same species. 

(3) In another line along the monolete-monocolpate plexus, the 
trilete aperture widened symmetrically to produce a wide pore, covering 
the whole of one face of the grain, which gradually reduced to a smaller 
size. The small-_P,orate coriditiori shall be reached also by the reduction 
of the colpus. Evidences for these evolutionary possibilities are again 
found in Piperaceae and in a majority of monocots, in which both 
the monocolpate and monoporate grains· (pore wide) occur together. 
Evidences of reduction of the elongate aperture to the circular one is 
seen also in species of A/nus (Erdtman, 1953). 

(4) The two-colpate condition might have been produced, by the 
secondary development of an aperture at the distal pole. In some 
species of Riccia, an aperture is reported (Pande, 1924; Ram Udar, 
1958) to be secondarily produced for the protrusion of germinal tube, 
even t_hough a trichotomous mark cccurs on the proximal face. Two 
colpi on one face alone is perhaps reach~d by the constriction in the 
middle of the single colpus, and subsequent separation of the two parts. 
Such conditions are found in the fossil pollen grains Gynkaletes, Cyca
daceaelagella and. Ginkgocycadophytus. 

(5) Along the tricolpate plexus, the three colpi have been produced 
by the constriction at base, and separation of the three arms of the 
trilete. That the three colpi represents three arms of the trilete is evi
denced in the fossil grains like Minerisporites and RemyJporites, in which 
the arms of the trilete are constricted at the base, and also in Rei11,·o

.~pora, Perotriletes, Equisetostachys and Maxisporites in all of which 
the arms are fully separate. Tendencies to such a constriction arc 
observed also in some present-day genera of Liliaceae and Palmac 
(Erdtman , 1944). In the fossil spore Divisisporites and also in some 
abnormal grains of Pityrugrama hyhrida var. ma.ri111<1 the ends of the 
arm~ arc divided, and extend laterally . By the dissolution or the central 
region of the trilcte, 3 colpi lying parallel lo the cqualor sh.di be dec1m:d 
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lo have evolved. Similarly, in the grains of Phlebopteris hirsuta, and 

Cihvtiumidites, the ends of arms bulge and become club-shaped, in 
which case, the porate form shall be cons·idered to have evolved by the 
di ssolution of the central region of the trilete. Erdtman ( 1944), com

menting on the 3-porate condition in Vanita, expressed that, "theoreti

cally, a triporate condition of a pollen grain would ensue in con

~equenc~ of a coalesce_nce of t~e ~,entral parts of the three slits in a pollen 
grain with a three-slit opening . 

(6) After constriction and separation, transfer of colpi to the 

cq uator occurred and thus the 3-zonocolpate type evolved. The · occur

rence of · apertures at varying distances from the poles is observed in 
the fossil grains like A nacolsodites and lnterporo-pol/enites, and in 

some living genera. 

(7) From the th1ee-zonocolpate form all other forms have evolved. 

In the predominantly 3-colpate sporomorphs, 4 or m01e zonocolpate 
grains are commonly found occurring (E1dtman, 1952) which evidently 

shows that the extra number of colpi are of secondary origin. 

From the zonocolpate evc•lved the pantocolpate, pantoporate, 
zonocolporate and zonopororatE., and spiraperturate conditions. The 
possible origin of the spiraperturate condition from the pantocolpate 
is evidenced in Crocus sativus (author's observations) in which all the 
intermediary conditions have been seen to occur. The complete fusion 
of colpi ends produced the syncolpate and the partial fusion produced 
the parasyncolpate conditions . . 

The ultimate product of reduction processes is the inaperturate 
form. This inaperturate. type _does not occu!· among the living ferns, 
although nearly alete (ex1_ne, thinner <?n one ~1de) spores occur in Equi
setum. But, among fossil sporae d1spersae , there are form genera 
in which the trilete is small and al!}1ost becoming l9st as in Periantho
spora and Bascanisporites, and there are also 'alete' spores. Based on 
the principles advanced he1e, the phylogenetic position of the aper-
tural types are as mentioned in Table 1.· . 

Apart from the above general principles, there are also other aper
tur_al char~cteristics whic~ should b_e considered from the phylogenetic 
point of view. The possible evo1ut1onary tendencies of these apertural 
characte1 s are shown in Table l I. 

D. Exine Swface Patterns 

A variety of e~ine, . ornamentation types are observed in the 
spo~omorphs belongmg either to the. pteridophytes, gymnosperms, or 
a_ng1osperms, and as such the formulat,~n of a basis to provide sugges
tions t? the phylogeny of ornamentat10~1 types is rather complicated. 
Prote~t1on of germ plasm should be considered to have been of a higher 

magnitud~ amo~g -~he lo~e_r __ plants, a~d ~ikew!se, t~e protective coat 
should be cons1de1 ably I es1stcrnl. I nd1cat1ons m exme ornamentation 
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TABLE J 

Trrnds in the evo lution of aperture types 

Primitiw Advanced 

Tr ilete Mono1ete 
Trilete (arms unconstricted) Trilete (arms constricted) 
Trichotomocolpate Monocolpate 
Colpate Porate and colporate 
3-colpate (colpi proximal) 3-colpate (colpi zonal or distal) 
3-Lonocolpate 4-( a) zonocolpate 
Zonocolpate Panto-colpate 01 porate 
Pantocolpate Spiraperturate 
N omotremel (aperture, present) atreme 

TABLE 11 
Trends in the apertural characters 

Primitive Advanced 

Triangular Elongate 
Elliptical oorovate Circular 
Irregular distribution Regular distribution 
Crustate Non-crustate 
Tenuimarginate Crassimarginate 
Non-operculate Operculate 
Non-aspidote Aspidote 

with a higher magnitude of protection may be considered more primitive, and fr~m this other for~1~ _mi&ht !1ave evolved by the processes of redtict1on. Such a pos~1b1hty 1s evidenced in the pollen orains of Canna, in which the cxine normally docs not have a clear \t~atification and. the surface car~·ies spinou~ procc<.,ses. :'-mong the variation types of pollen occur evidences of gradual reduction of spines, before they wer~ 
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completely lost, followed by a radial s litti f · • . 
columella (Nair 1961) The .bPl ng O exine to their individual 

' · poss1 e phylog r · • 
various ornamentation forms is indicated in ;~111~ l~{s1t1on of the 

TABLE Ill 

Trends in the orna,nentation types 

Primitive Advanced 

1. Processes No processes (psilate) 
2. Spinose Spinulose, baculate, verrucate or 

gemmate 
3. Spinulose Granulose · 
4. Granulose Psilate (smooth) 
5. Non-pitted Pitted 
6. lrregular (rugulate) Regular 

etc.) 
(f oveolate, scrobiculate, 

7. Lesser pitting (depression) More pitted (depression) 
8. Scrobiculate Foveolate 

9. Reticulate Foveolate 

10. Areolate Reticulate 

11. Reticulate Reticulate 
J 

12. Retipilate Pilate 

E. Other Characters 

(i) Exine strata.~-The same principles suggested for the orna
mentation shall be applied to the stratification also, and the possible 
evolutionary lines are indicated in Table IV . 

. Pollen and spore shapes do not apparently possess much phylo
genetic significance. Reg~rd_i~g the size of grains, larger size may be 
considered to be more pnm1tive to the smaller. 

POLLEN SPORE MORPHOLOGY AND PLANT EVOLUTION 

A significant conclusion, emerging from the above account, i_s that 
the morphology of pollen and spores gives evidence to the possibility 
of parallel evolution of the major plant groups. The primitive tri-

B (,)-5 
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TABLE IV 

Trends in the exine strata 

Primitive 

I. Exine thick 

2. Non-perinous 

3. I ndisUnct slratification 

4. Tegillate 

5. Homogeneous sexine 
(columeIJa not clear) 

Advanced 

Exinc thin 

Perinous (perinow, condition may 
be considered specialised) 

Distinct stratification 

f ntegillatc 

Heterogeneous sexme (columelJa 
distinct) 

radiate aperture is found _among th~ primiti ve pte~idophytes, gymno
sperms, dicotyledons, and rn the family Palmae (mainly) of ~he mono
cotyledons. The occurrence of the I-furrowed pollen type m gymno
sperms (Bennettitales, etc.), dicotyledons (Magnoliaceae, Piperaceae, 
Nymphaeaceae, etc.) and in monocotyledons, have often been taken 
to denote the phylogenetic affinities of the above plant groups. The 
very fact that the triradiate (trilete), and the 1-furrowed (monolete) 
condition occurs together in the major groups suggests that the 
I-furrowed form in the fern s, gymnosperms, dicotyledons, and the 
monocotyledons have evolved independently of each other from a pri
mitive microspore form with a triradiate mark. Also, it should be noted 
that there is no clear evidence to prove the similarities in the form of 
the furrow in the J-fL.rrowed sporomorphs of the gymnosperm s, dicols 
and the monocots. Moreover, there is no evidence at hand to trace 
the origin of a large a, ray of aperture types found in the angiosperms. 

SUMMARY 

Pollen-spore characters relate to germinal aperture~, exinc orna
mentation , exinc strata, grain size and shape, of which the fir st may be 
con~idered primary, second as secondary and the rest as teritary charac
ters in the order of their importance. The apertural evolution seem!:l 
to ha~c originated f~om a tr:ilet~ (t~ichotomous) form. Subsequent 
evolution proceeded in two mam dJrect10ns to result (i) in the formation 
of the monocolpatc form , __ by the .widening and elongation of the tri
cholomous aperture and (11) the tnzono~olpate form , by the separation 
of the three ~rms of the tnlete and their subsequent zonation. From 
these two main forn:is all other\ cvol~ed by the processes of secondary 
development, reduction , or degeneration . The primitiveness or other-
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wise of the other characters of ape11ure is also indicated. In tracing the 
evolution of exine ornamentation, such characters, which increase the 
protective value of exine, are considered primitive, and based on this 
principle, the phylogeny of the characters relating to ornamentation 
is shown. The significance of pollen morphology in plant evolution 
is discussed. The triradiate aperture which is considered most primi
tive occurs in all the prinutive families of the ferns, the gymnosperms, 
and the angiosperms (Ranalian stock), which indicates an independent 
evolution of apertural forms in the different plant phyla, from a triletc 
form. 
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